ATTACHMENT 1: SHELTER OPTIONS

16 x 26 Rectangular Shelter
$90,000.00

Please note: The costs associated with the photos are estimates only. These do not include surfacing, landscaping, permits, furniture, electrical / lighting, lifecycle considerations or maintenance. Prices are for the installation of shelters only.

1. 36’ x 90’ Rectangular Shelter Curved Roof
   $325,000.00

   Please note: The costs associated with the photos are estimates only. These do not include surfacing, landscaping, permits, furniture, electrical / lighting, lifecycle considerations or maintenance. Prices are for the installation of shelters only.
2. **20' x 40' Shelter**

   **$50,000.00**

   **Please note:** The costs associated with the photos are estimates only. These do not include surfacing, landscaping, permits, furniture, electrical / lighting, lifecycle considerations or maintenance. Prices are for the installation of shelters only.
3. **30’ Octagon Shelter**

$80,000.00

*Please note:* The costs associated with the photos are estimates only. These do not include surfacing, landscaping, furniture, electrical / lighting, lifecycle considerations or maintenance.
4. **20’ x 36’ Laminated Wood Gable Arch**

$85,000.00

**Please note**: The costs associated with the photos are estimates only. These do not include surfacing, landscaping, furniture, electrical / lighting, lifecycle considerations or maintenance.
5. Shade Sails – Group 3 - 15’ shades and 2 - 30’ shades
All 5 shade sails $65,000.00

Please note: The costs associated with the photos are estimates only. These do not include surfacing, landscaping, furniture, electrical / lighting, lifecycle considerations or maintenance.

********Estimates are from:
Playquest - Quotes
Park n Play Designs - Quotes and past projects